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Abstract—A novel approach was developed to recognize
vowels from continuous tongue and lip movements. Vowels were
classified based on movement patterns (rather than on derived
articulatory features, e.g., lip opening) using a machine learning
approach. Recognition accuracy on a single-speaker dataset was
94.02% with a very short latency. Recognition accuracy was
better for high vowels than for low vowels. This finding parallels
previous empirical findings on tongue movements during vowels.
The recognition algorithm was then used to drive an
articulation-to-acoustics synthesizer. The synthesizer recognizes
vowels from continuous input stream of tongue and lip
movements and plays the corresponding sound samples in near
real-time.
Keywords-articulation; recognition; machine learning; support
vector machine

I.

INTRODUCTION

Oral communication is arguably the most natural and
efficient mode of human communication. Currently, there are
only limited options to maintain oral communication for
individuals with severe speech motor impairments or
laryngectomy (surgical removal of larynx due to the treatment
of cancer). It is estimated that 1.5 - 2.0 million children or
adults suffer from cerebral palsy, which is often associated
with significant speech motor impairment in the United States
[1]. Each year, about 12,500 new cases of laryngeal cancer
[2] and 2,500 new cases of hyperlaryngeal cancer [3] are
diagnosed in the United States. In the absence of good options
for oral communication, patients communicate via other
modalities with the assistance of Augmented and Alternative
Devices (AAC), e.g., a text-to-speech synthesizer by typing.
Currently, AAC devices are limited to text input or relatively
slow forms of manual input.
Our long-term goal is to develop a real-time articulationdriven speech synthesizer that can compensate for aphonia
and poor speech motor control, enabling the production of
speech using movements of the tongue and lips for individual
patients. The need for this technology was discussed
previously by Paush [1], who wanted to improve oral
communication in patients with cerebral palsy by playing
synthesized speech acoustics from articulatory movement

directly, a goal that proved to be extremely challenging
because human can produce the same sound in different ways
of articulation. That is, the mapping between articulatory
movements to speech is many-to-one [4], [5], [6].
Additional major challenges to this research include limited
options for tracking tongue movements, high degree of
variability in speech movements. Most published work in this
domain has used only lip or facial data, so-called visual
speech recognition, or automatic lip reading [8], because
recording tongue motion is logistically difficult. The lip and
facial data are also commonly used as an extra input source
for acoustic speech recognition in so-called articulatory
speech recognition [9] or audio-visual speech recognition [7],
[8]. However, the tongue is a very important articulator,
particularly, for vowels. Without tongue information, a high
recognition accuracy (e.g., greater than 90%) is unlikely.
Fortunately,
recently
developed
electromagnetic
articulography devices provide a reasonably affordable,
noninvasive, and accurate way to track the 3D motions of
tongue [10].
During speech, the spatial and temporal characteristics of
articulatory movements for a given sound can vary
considerably [11]. To address the variation of speech
movement problem, most prior work on articulatory
movement-based vowel recognition has focused on extracting
articulatory features such as lip opening and tongue position.
This approach is based on the assumption that a small set of
articulatory features can be used to distinguish vowels. These
features include lip rounding/lip opening, tongue tip position
[12], [13], [14], [16], lip contour or area [8], [15], [16],
visemes [17], vertical and horizontal lip apertures, angles of
lips [18], lip opening height and width, velocity of lip
opening/closing, acceleration of lip movement [19]. However,
seldom have these features resulted in a recognition accuracy
greater than 90%. The recognition rates of most of approaches
range from 20s to 80s in percentage.
A final major challenge for recognition of continuous
speech is to identify individual speech segments (e.g., vowels)
in the continuous articulatory movements (i.e., the
segmentation problem [7]). Most of the previous work for
vowel recognition has focused on the recognition from pre-
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Figure 1. Design of the proposed articulation-to-acoustics synthesizer.

segmented data when the onset and offset of vowels are
known.

of articulators (Section III will give details of those
articulators), and

The goal of this research is to obtain accurate recognition
of vowels from continuous (unsegmented) tongue and lip
movement, without using acoustic information. To address
the challenges posed by the high spatial and temporal
variation of articulators and the segmentation issue, we have
developed an algorithm based on tongue and lip movement
pattern classification (rather than on articulatory features)
using a machine learning classifier (i.e., Support Vector
Machine, or SVM [20]). At the same time, an algorithm
called CRFD (Continuous Recognition with Fixed Delay) was
developed to identify the individual vowel segments and their
locations from the continuous articulatory movements by
analyzing the probabilities from the output of the trained
classifier.

Ai = <Xi, Yi, Zi>, 1  i  K, where Xi, Yi, and Zi are the
time-series sequences of 3D spatial coordinates.

The recognition algorithm then served as the recognition
component of an articulation-to-vowel sound synthesizer. The
synthesizer recognized vowels from continuous tongue and
lip movements first, then played the corresponding vowel
samples. A single-speaker dataset consisting of eight major
English vowels was collected from a healthy native English
speaker and used to evaluate the feasibility of our proposed
approach. This research will serve as the foundation for
developing a real-time word-level articulation-driven speech
synthesizer for clinical applications.
II.

DESIGN & METHOD

A. Problem
The goal of this work is to recognize speech patterns from
the time-series sequence of spatial coordinates. It is
essentially is a time-series data classification problem, one of
the top challenging topics in data mining research [29]. That
is, given a dataset, D, of time-series sequences of 3D spatial
coordinates of landmarks on tongue and lips, and a set of
possible vowels, V, contained in those sequences, the research
questions are (1) what vowels are in the sequences? and (2)
when are the vowels produced? The synchronously recorded
acoustic data are provided for segmenting the training data to
segments associated with vowels, but not used for
recognition. The following gives the formal definitions of the
dataset D, vowel set V, and the research questions.
D = <A1, A2, ..., AK>, is the dataset, where K is the number

Xi = <X1, X2, X3, ..., Xn>, is a time-series sequence of x
coordinate, where n is the length of the sequence;
Yi = <Y1, Y2, Y3, ..., Yn>, is a time-series sequence of y
coordinate, where n is the length of the sequence;
Zi = <Z1, Z2, Z3, ..., Zn>, is a time-series sequence of z
coordinate, where n is the length of the sequence;
V = <v1,v2, ..., vm>, is the possible vowel set, where m is
the number of vowels. Here, x, y, and z are axes of a 3D
Cartesian coordinate system. The orientation of x, y, and z
will be given in Section III.
Research Questions: Give a dataset D (|D| = K), vowel set
V, what vowels vj (1  j  |V|) are in D? When are the vowels
vj (1  j  |V|) are produced?
B. Design
Our approach to continuous vowel recognition (i.e., when
onset and offset of vowels are not known) is based on a prior
data-driven approach we developed to recognize vowels from
pre-segmented articulatory movements [21]. First, the dataset
D is partitioned into training data and testing data. In the
training procedure, we manually segment the sequences of
articulatory movements to segments associated with vowels
by aligning them to synchronously recorded acoustic data.
These segments are used to train a classifier (i.e., SVM). Then
CRFD is used to identify the vowels and their occurrence
times by analyzing their associated probabilities determined
by the classifier. After the vowels are recognized, the
corresponding pre-recorded sounds are played back in the
same order in which they are recognized.
These steps, i.e., training, recognition, and playback form
the three components of the articulation-to-acoustics
synthesizer or converter, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
C. Model Training & Parameter Estimation
The training module (in Fig. 1) consists of a computational
model (a classifier, SVM) tuned to recognize vowels from
segmented articulatory movement data [21]. That is, the
model takes the beginning and end of a segment as the onset

and offset of a vowel production and computes the probability
of the segment being a specific vowel.

the vowels, it also determines when the vowels are produced
in test sequences.

Efforts were made to minimize the stages of data
processing because our long-term goal is to develop real-time
applications, which will require very rapid on-line
recognition. This approach was designed so that the timeintensive calculations required for training are done off-line,
prior to recognition. In addition, the trained classifier
recognizes candidate vowels directly from minimally
processed articulatory movement time-series data, rather than
derived articulatory features (e.g., lip opening).

The rationale of CRFD is that the correct vowel should
have higher probabilities than any other vowels at the time
when it occurs. However, the onset and length of each vowel
is unknown. Therefore we need to determine the location (in
time) and estimate the length for each vowel.

Training. First, the movement data for training are
manually segmented based on synchronously recorded sounds
(acoustic waveforms). Then the segmented data are timenormalized and sampled to fixed-width (the classifier requires
fixed-width input) vectors of attributes for each articulator.
An attribute represents the location of an articulator at a given
time. Third, vectors for all articulators are concatenated as a
composite vector, to represent a vowel sample. Finally, the
classifier is trained using these vectors with their associated
vowels (labels). Here an articulator is a sensor attached on the
surface of tongue or lips. Section III will give details of the
articulators and how data are preprocessed for training.
In addition to training a classifier, several important
parameters which will be used in CRFD (Section II-D) are
obtained during training: (a) minlen (minimum vowel length),
(b) maxlen (maximum vowel length), and (c) thresholds, an
array of minimum probabilities of correct prediction for all
vowels that are used to select the candidate vowels in CRFD.
The first two parameters are easily obtained by checking the
lengths of all segmented vowel data. The array thresholds,
minimum of maximum probabilities of vowels across all
training sequences, is obtained in the procedure as following.
A variable length sliding window approach is used to find
the thresholds from training sequences. At each time t, the
window size is estimated to be the length of a vowel and is
varied from minlen to maxlen with a step size len. len is a
user-defined parameter. There is a trade-off in real-time
applications. The smaller the len is, the more values can be
obtained, but more time is needed. From our experience, we
have verified a value of 50 ms produces accurate results with
acceptable high speed. The data within the sliding window at
all time t are sent to the training model for probability
calculation. Maximum of probabilities in each training
sequence are saved for all vowels. Then, the minimum of the
maximum probabilities across all training sequences for all
vowels are saved as thresholds, where thresholds(v), v  אV,
means the least probability value that vowel v can be
recognized. Section II-D will give details how thresholds is
used and Section IV will give the values of thresholds in the
experiment.
D. Recognition (CRFD Algorithm)
The recognition component (in Fig. 1) is the focus of this
paper; it recognizes vowels from an unsegmented sequence of
articulatory motion by analyzing the probability values
returned from the trained model. In addition to recognizing

The core idea of the CRFD algorithm is to progressively
examine a given sequence and determine the vowels with
highest probabilities along the way. Two user-specified
constant parameters, delay and HighPeakThreshold, are used
to optimize the execution of CRFD. The parameters are
explained in the following step-by-step description of CRFD.
The schematic of CRFD algorithm is given in Fig. 2.
Steps 1 and 2 (Fig. 2) are used for probability calculation.
A sliding window is used to go through a test sequence. Data
within the window are continuously sent to the trained model
for probability calculation (Step 1), until it reaches a delay
(Step 2), which defines how late CRFD executes after the
beginning of the algorithm or after the previous execution of
probability analysis (Step 3). There is a delay, because the
algorithm has to wait until the speaker finishes articulating the
vowel. In this early work, delay is a user-specified parameter.
Step 3 is for picking up candidate vowels by probability
analysis. When a delay is reached, candidate vowels are
found within the prediction range (between the previous delay
time and the current delay), and returns a list of candidates,
sorted by time. A candidate vowel v at time t must satisfy the
following two conditions. First, the probability at time t is
greater than thresholds(v), that is
prob(v,t)  thresholds(v)

(condition 1)

Second, the probability value is close to the maximum value
from the beginning of this sequence to the current time
location t. A vowel may occur more than once in a test
sequence. So it cannot just simply find the vowel with
maximum probability. Instead, those vowels with
probabilities which are close to the maximum probability are
all considered. There is a user-defined HighPeakThreshold,

Figure 2. Schematic of the Continuous Recognition with Fixed
Delay (CRFD) algorithm.

Attributes
ULy1, ULy2,... ULyn'

ULz1, ULz2,... ULzn'

…

Label
T1y1, … T1yn'

…

T4z1.. T4zn'

Vowel

Figure 4. Format of a vowel sample for classification (n' =10). The label is filled for training and empty for testing.

which defines the threshold that two probability values can be
considered close or similar. Those peaks that has a difference
with
the
maximum
probability
less
than
the
HighPeakThreshold are considered as candidates, that is
|prob(v,t)-maxprob(v)|  HighPeakThreshold (condition
2)
In this experiment, HighPeakThreshold is empirically given
0.05.
In Step 4, those candidates that violate Location Constraint
(or Time Constraint) are removed. Location Constraint means
that at most one vowel can be present at the same time. If two
candidate vowels, v1 and v2, are recognized at time t1 and t2
with | t2 - t1 | < minlen (means the two vowels are actually at
the same time), the vowel with the lower probability is
removed. Here, minlen is the minimum vowel length.
Finally, the corresponding sound samples of the recognized
vowels are fetched from the sound database (Fig. 1) and
played back in the order which the vowels are predicted.
The algorithm then clears the candidate list and repeats the
procedure (Steps 1 - 4) until the sliding window reaches the
end of the test sequence.
The time complexity of CRFD is O(n × l + n × p × |V|),
where n is the length of the input sequence in time; l is a
constant determined by (maxlen - minlen) / len; |V|, number
of possible vowels, is a constant for a given dataset; p = ¬n /
delay¼, number of executions of prediction (probability
analysis). Thus, the overall time complexity of CRFD is
O(n2).
III.

college student produced the eight vowels sequentially at a
normal speaking rate. The procedure was repeated 23 times,
generating 23 productions of each vowel.
Electromagnetic Articulograph (EMA) AG500 was used to
record the 3D movements of tongue, jaw and lips during
vowel production. Compared with X-ray and MRI, EMA is
much more affordable while maintaining high resolution. The
spatial precision of motion tracking using EMA (AG500) is
approximately 0.5 mm [10]. The subject with attached sensors
was seated with her head within an electromagnetic cube.
When she spoke, the 3D coordinates of the sensors were
recorded to a desktop computer connecting to the cube. The
orientations of x, y, and z axes of the anatomically based
coordinated system are illustrated in Fig. 3. Here, x, y, and z
are defined as spatial dimensions width (left-right), height
(up-down) and length (front-back) in the coordinate system.
Table I lists the names of the six articulators (sensors)
which are used for recognition. Fig. 3 shows all twelve
sensors (including the six articulators listed in Table I)
attached on the subject's head, face, and tongue. HC (Head
Center), HL (Head Left) and HR (Head Right) were attached
to a pair of rigid glasses to avoid skin motion artifact [25].
The motion of HC, HL and HR were used to derive lip and
tongue movement data that were independent from head
motion. UL (Upper Lip) and LL (Lower Lip) were attached
on the middle position of upper and lower lip. T1 (Tongue
Tip), T2 (Tongue Body Front), T3 (Tongue Body Back) and
T4 (Tongue Root) were attached on the midsagittal line on the
tongue surface. The distance between adjacent tongue sensors
was approximately 10 mm [23]. Three of the sensors, JL (Jaw
Left), JR (Jaw Right) and JC (Jaw Center), are attached on the
canines and one of the incisors. JL, JR, and JC were prepared
for future use only.

DATA COLLECTION & PREPROCESSING

A. Participant, Stimuli, Device and Procedure
A single-speaker dataset of eight major English vowels in
CVC (consonant-vowel-consonant) form, /#/, /K/, /G/,
/]/, /8/, /1/, /Q/, /W/, was collected in this
experiment. The speaker, a female native English-speaking
TABLE I.

B. Data Preprocessing
The time-series data of sensor locations derived from EMA

ARTICULATORS USED FOR RECOGNITION

Articulator ID

Articulator Name

Location

1

UL

Upper Lip

2

LL

Lower Lip

3

T1

Tongue tip

4

T2

Tongue Body Front

5

T3

Tongue Body Back

6

T4

Tongue Back

Figure 3. Sensor positions in data collection

Figure 5a. Probability distribution of all vowels in a test sequence.
Expected Vowel

/#/

/i/

/G/

/]/

/8/

/1/

/Q/

/W/

Expected Occurrence Time

0.856

1.364

3.150

4.418

5.613

6.701

7.970

9.090

Actual Vowel

/1/

/i/

/G/

/]/

/8/

/1/

/Q/

/W/

Actual Occurrence Time

1.004

2.008

3.129

4.376

5.507

6.754

8.005

9.122

Figure 5b. Recognized vowels and their occurrence time (s) in the same test sequence.

need to be preprocessed prior to analysis. First, the head
movements were subtracted from the lip and tongue data.
Second, a low pass filter of 10 Hz was applied to the motion
data for removing noise. Third, all sequences were segmented
for each vowel by manually aligning the motion data with
acoustic data recorded synchronously. To reiterate, the
acoustic data were used only for segmenting training data and
never used for recognition.

prediction was deemed correct only when both the predicted
vowel was correct and if its occurrence time was close to the
expected time (less than minimum vowel length, 0.375 s in
this dataset). The average recognition rate of all executions
was considered as the recognition accuracy of the CRFD
algorithm. Latency was defined by the time between the onset
of the recognition algorithm and the start of vowel sound
playback.

Only y and z coordinates were used in this research since
the movement along the x axis is not significant in normal
speech production [22].

Two delay values were tested on each sequence, 5 seconds
and 10 seconds. The experimental results are summarized in
Table II. In this experiment, CRFD was implemented using
Matlab (MathWorks Inc.) with LIBSVM [20]. The
experiment was executed on a laptop with 2.5G duo processor
and 2G memory.

After removing the mean of each dimension of articulators,
all sampled frames of all articulators were concatenated as a
vector of 120 (6 articulators × 2 dimensions × 10 frames)
attributes that is used for classification, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
Based on our previous work [21], 10 frames are sufficient to
capture the motion patterns for vowels. Thus, formally, a
subset (2D) of Ai = <Xi, Yi, Zi>, 1  i  K in Section II are
transformed to A'i as following for classification.
A'i = <Y'i, Z'i>, 1  i  K (K = 6), where
Y'i = <Y1, Y2, Y3, ..., Yn'>, n' = 10;
Z'i = <Z1, Z2, Z3, ..., Zn'>, n' = 10.
IV.

RESULTS

A. Recognition Accuracy and Latency
The performance of the CRFD algorithm was measured in
terms of its recognition accuracy and latency. Leave-One-Out
(LOO) cross validation was conducted for measuring the
accuracy. In each execution, one sequence was chosen for
testing, and the rest were for training. There were 23
executions in total for 23 sequences. In each execution, a

As anticipated, when the delay was longer, accuracy was
higher and latency was longer. The latency was less than 1
second for both delay values. Most errors in CRFD, if not all,
were caused by the unexpected probabilities returned by the
trained classifier.
Fig. 5 gives the result on a selected sequence (length =
10.57 s), with a five-second delay. Fig. 5a illustrates the
probability distribution of vowels. Fig. 5b gives the results of
recognized vowels and their occurrence time. There is one
error at the beginning. The highest probability of /#/ (0.62)
occurred at time 0.856. However, at time 1.004, /1/ had a
greater probability (0.90). The two time locations 0.856 and
TABLE II.

RECOGNITION ACCURACY AND LATENCY
Delay (s)

Accuracy

Latency (s)

5

83.15%

0.69

10

94.02%

0.73

1.004 are considered close (the difference of them is less than
minimum vowel length, 0.375 s). Thus, the algorithm
considers there is a /1/ at time 1.004 (based on the Time
Constraint).
B. Vowel Articulation Variation
The results also identified another interesting pattern. Table
III gives the mean and standard deviation of maximum
probability across test sequences for all vowels. Means of
probabilities indicates that high tongue vowels are easier to
distinguish than low tongue vowels. Standard deviations of
probabilities show that high tongue vowels have lower
prediction probability variation (means lower articulation
variation) than low tongue vowels, which is consistent with
previous empirical findings in phonetics [11], [26]. High
tongue vowels (e.g., /i/, /W/) and low tongue vowels (e.g., /#/),
are categorized by the target position of tongue dorsum when
the vowels are produced.
The column Min in Table III gives the actual values of
thresholds in CRFD algorithm in the experiment.
V.

DISCUSSION & FUTURE W ORK

This investigation developed and tested a novel algorithm
for detecting vowels from continuous recordings of tongue
and lip movements during vowel production. Recognition
accuracy on the single-speaker dataset of eight major English
vowels in CVC form, /#/, /K/, /G/, /]/, /8/, /1/,
/Q/, /W/, was 94.02% with a very short latency. As
expected, better results were obtained with the longer delay
(10 seconds) than shorter delay (5 seconds).
The approach is unique in that it identifies the vowels using
a direct mapping of the articulatory movements (rather than
on derived articulatory features) to vowels. While we use a
support vector machine for classification, the approach can be
easily adapted to use other classifiers; any classifier (e.g.,
Hidden Markov Model) that gives probability or confidence
can be seamlessly integrated into CRFD. Because a direct
mapping approach is used, there is no computational cost of
deriving features during recognition. This approach,
therefore, may be ideally suited for real-time applications.
Moreover, because the training is based on the motion
patterns of the articulators, this approach should also apply to
the recognition of other speech units including consonants
and words [23].
The playback component (see Fig. 1) plays corresponding
vowel samples in this prototype implementation. Other
synthesis-based approaches to the output will be explored in
the future [24]. For example, a text-to-speech synthesis (TTS)
engine could be used to produce synthesized speech with
different sounding voices, even using the patient's own voice
recorded pre-surgery [27].
The algorithm is intended to eventually serve as the
speaker-dependent recognition component of a real-time
articulation-to-speech synthesizer. The articulation-driven
synthesizer may provide an efficient mode of communication
for individuals who rely on Augmentative and Alternative

TABLE III.

MAXIMUM PROBABILITIES ACROSS TEST
SEQUENCES FOR ALL VOWELS

Probability

Min
(thresholds)

Mean

Std.Dev.

/#/

0.54

0.76

0.12

Low

/i/

0.73

0.90

0.05

High

/G/

0.46

0.85

0.12

Middle High

/]/

0.30

0.77

0.22

Low

/8/

0.53

0.82

0.13

Middle Low

/1/

0.40

0.83

0.14

Middle Low

/Q/

0.51

0.73

0.12

Middle High

/W/

0.76

0.91

0.06

High

Tongue Position

Communication (ACC) devices.
However, before our algorithms can be implemented for
such purposes, the portability of tongue tracking device needs
to improve. Fortunately, motion tracking technologies are
improving rapidly and becoming increasingly affordable,
more accurate, and smaller in size. For example, NDI Inc.
(www.ndigital.com) has recently developed a relatively small
and portable electromagnetic tracking device, Speech Wave
System. These rapid advances in tongue motion tracking
technologies suggest that barrier to progress toward
developing a functioning real-time articulatory-movement
based synthesizer will lie primarily in algorithms rather than
hardware development.
Although these results obtained in this paper are very
encouraging, future work is required (1) to improve the
recognition accuracy for shorter delay values with minimized
number of user-define parameters, (2) to extend recognition
and test the approach using larger datasets of more vowels,
consonants, words, and even sentences, and (3) to
automatically segment training data [7], [28], which is
necessary when larger datasets are available in the future.
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